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Model Paper MAXIMUM MARKS 50 
A. Rearrange these words to make sentences. 

1. have ai parrot pet 
2. like to eat fish flamingoes. 
3. holiday is sunday a 

4. the cart horse the pulled 
5. frock new pooja wore a ao 

B. Fill in the blanks with has or have. 

1. Mr Nair ha 
2. John and Kate hare gone to school. 
3. A monkey has- 
4. Reeta. 
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bought a new car. 

-a tail. 

ha a bicycle. 

have-a garden at home. 5. Anjum and Ameena 

C. Fill in the blanks with a or an. 
teapot 5. - orange 1. 0 kangaroo 2. an army 3.a inkpot 4. a 

D. Fill in the blanks with pronouns from the brackets. 
1. Rahim and his brother went to play in the park. his/ it) 
2. Neha lives with he 
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grandparents. (her/ she) 
3. went to Pune by car. (He/Us)
4. Tom and Jane said that dhe 
5. Gopal is going to visit. 

were going to see a film. (them / they) 
aunt. (his / her) his 

E. Underline the nouns and circle the adjectives. 
1. January is the(first month of the year. 
2. There is(big)tree in the garden. 
3. There were(grey clouds in the sky. 
4. A square has(tou? _ides. 
5. Anold man was walking down the lane 

Fill in the blanks with adverbs from the box. 
1. I am going to Varanasi
2. We should. 
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5 
always 
quickly
inside alwa- help the needy. 

A snail walks 
4 Tina finished her homework
3. 

tomorrow 

The mother asked the children to come naide slowly 5. 

G. Match the columns to complete these sentences. Underline the prepositions. 

. The river flows under 
2. Birds are flying in 
3. There was a temple on 

4 The car raced between
5. There was a ball beside 

5 
he cliff. 3 

the bridge. 
the two trucks.( 
the chair.($ 

the sky. 
HCircle the conjunctions. 
1. Is the bag redor)blue? 

2 I like roses ana lilies. 
3. Sheetal is tall(bu) Rajat is short. 
4. Anjali wore a pink (ang blue dress. 
5. Payal saw a rainbow in the skyan) jumped with joy. 
. Write five sentences on your teacher. 
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